Storm Riders

Amid a terrible heat wave, three siblings take a ride to the lake for a refreshing swim, only to find that the lake is completely dry. Little do they know that the initial disappointment will soon turn into the biggest adventure of their lives, when they make an incredible discovery at the bottom of the dried lake. A discovery that will take them all the way to outer space and back and which will put their flaws and strengths to the test.

Available in 3D/4D stereoscopic Full HD 1080 p
Runtime: 12 min
DIVE
THE MYSTICAL DEEP
Dive: The Mystical Deep

Take a journey to the depths and discover a vivid landscape and its inhabitants, but beware, as the sea is a dangerous place. There are numerous creatures out there still to be discovered but don’t worry, our new submarines are more than capable to handle whatever may emerge from the depths.

Available in 3D/4D stereoscopic Full HD 1080 p
Runtime: 9.40 min
The witch

The witch wants to use magic to create her prince. But it is never as easy as it looks like. On her way to create the perfect man, she has an exciting journey to survive and the final creation is not what she’d expected.

Available in 3D/4D stereoscopic Full HD 1080 p
Runtime: 10 min
Tadeo Jones

Tadeo is a fearless adventurer who decides to face a challenge, a great challenge. A risky situation that is going to get extremely difficult to be solved. He's going to enter a very complex pyramid where he's going to find curious and dangerous surprises.

Available in 3D/4D stereoscopic Full HD 1080 p
Runtime: 9.20 min
Tadeo Jones 2
Cellar of Doom
Cellar of Doom

The fearless treasure hunter Tadeo Jones discovers a huge hideout of a sect in his neighbour’s cellar, praying to an ancient god! During his investigations he discovers a cruel secret behind the sect, but gets captured ... and finds himself being prepared as an offering for the fake god. Now, only a little dog can help him!

Available in 3D/4D stereoscopic Full HD 1080p
Runtime: 15.00 min
The Kettle Race
The Kettle Race

During the night the brewery is the stage for Kurt and Mani, two fearless gentlemen dueling for the title of the champion of the brewery race. On their way to the finish line they encounter many “delicious” dangers and while their styles may vary they are equally determined to show what they are capable of.

Available in 3D/4D stereoscopic Full HD 1080 p
Runtime: 8.50 min
Ruin

It is the future. Civilization has ended. A war exists between machines and the survivors of the human race. Amidst the ruins of a forgotten world lie the secrets of our former glory. Follow our hero on a high speed motorbike chase through the crumbling cities, tunnels, and streets as he attempts to escape a weaponized attack drone with what may be the key to mankind’s future.

Available in 3D/4D stereoscopic Full HD 1080 p
Runtime: 4/5 min (ride), 7.30 min (4D)
Da Vinci's Touch
The Artist Ride
5D
**Da Vinci’s Touch**

The true story behind Mona Lisa’s smile. Have a look at the Leonardo Da Vinci’s studio and meet his personal assistant. Their squabbles make the 5D ride start. Have you ever seen a paint brush running across the most famous inventions in the world? Da Vinci’s Touch 3D is the 3D ride that will give the answers to these questions above and more. Meet the most famous genius in the world and his animated paint brush, participate in their arguments and prepare to run. Escaping on a bicycle from Leonardo’s clutches will show you all the artworks he has been working on. Da Vinci’s machineries - the real ones! - will help or obstruct you while Leonardo will be trying to reach you. Fly above the room, be thrown from a catapult, climb into ancient helicopters and rush across a burning fireplace.

4D/5D Ride Film  
Stereoscopic HD 5.1 Audio  
Runtime: 5 mins
Luigi’s Pizza

Luigi works for a pizza service in a small Italian village. His pizzas are the best far and wide and have to be delivered quickly to the customer. With his small three-wheeled PIAGGIO he drives through the village like a daredevil, where he doesn’t shy away from any shortcut or stunt, nothing too risky for a delivery without delay.
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